Electrocorticography
t r a c t
Visual recognition requires connecting perceptual information with contextual information and existing knowledge. The ventromedial temporal cortex (VTC), including the medial fusiform, has been linked with object recognition, paired associate learning, contextual processing, and episodic memory, suggesting that this area may be critical in connecting visual processing, context, knowledge and experience. However, evidence for the link between associative processing, episodic memory, and visual recognition in VTC is currently lacking. Using electrocorticography (ECoG) in a single human patient, medial regions of the left VTC were found to be sensitive to the contextual associations of objects. Electrical brain stimulation (EBS) of this part of the left VTC of the patient, functionally defined as sensitive to associative processing, caused memory related, associative experiential visual phenomena. This provides evidence of a relationship between visual recognition, associative processing, and episodic memory. These results suggest a potential role for abnormalities of these processes as part of a mechanism that gives rise to some visual hallucinations.
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Introduction
Recognizing an object not only involves the perception of sensory input, but also relating the percept to an existing knowledgebase and past experiences to provide conceptual meaning and context (Biederman, Mezzanotte, & Rabinowitz, 1982; Martin, 2007; Oliva & Torralba, 2007) . For example, recognizing an oven involves perceiving its form, identifying its cooking utility, and knowing that a refrigerator is likely nearby. Studies suggest that activation of this associated knowledge is automatic and obligatory, and these visual and memory processes may support and facilitate one another (Aminoff, Schacter, & Bar, 2008; Bar & Aminoff, 2003; Biederman et al., 1982; Wheatley, Weisberg, Beauchamp, & 
